
a good but not so good prank

1. Adjective

2. Female Name

3. A Number More Than One

4. A Form Of Water

5. Container

6. A Type Of Paper

7. Verb

8. A Number More Than One

9. Number

10. Number
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a good but not so good prank

one Adjective day me and Female name was trying to think of a game.We sat on the trampoline for

A number more than one hours trying to think of one.Finally sarah thought of something."How about we play a

prank on Autumn,"; she suggested.P.S. Autumn is sarah's sister."Ok,"; I said.So we made up a plan.We would

wait till it's dark outside,then we would go down to the A form of water and look for a frog,after that one of

us would go inside to get a Container while the other one stayed outside with the frog,We would then take

the cup and put the frog in it,then we would get A type of paper an wrap it around the cup,finally we would

go inside with the cup with the frog in it,then we would give Autumn the cup with the the frog in it,then we

would say,"happy early birthday Autumn,then we would ask her too open it up,she would then open it up,she

would then see the frog,she will probably Verb very loud,then she would scream at us,we will then tell

her that,"we was just playing a prank on her,and that we will go putthe frog back in the creek.When it was

finally dark outside we went to the creek and searched for the frog for A number more than one hours,We

finally found one,then Sarah went inside to get a cup while i stayed outside withe the slimy icky frog,in only

Number min. Sarah found a cup,We then put the frog in the cup,Then I went and got some newspaper

while Sarah stayed with the frog,in only Number min. I came back with some newspaper,I then wrapped

the cup with the frog in it with the newspaper I found,We then went inside and told Autumn,"Happy early

birthday!"; We then told her to open up the gift,She opend it up and screamed really loud,We then told her it was

just a prank,and that we would go put the frog back in the creek, but when we looked it was really dark outside.

Autumn said,"What,are you scared of the dark?"; "NO!"; Sarah and I said."Well what are you waiting on? Go

put



the frog back in the creek,"; Autumn said while pushing us outside. we ran quickly to the creek we then got the

frog out and gently put it in the creek,We ran as fast as we could back home when we got inside we ran upstairs,

as i looked at Sarah i whispered,"A good but not so good prank.";.
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